your gift helps ME!
By investing monthly, you’re gifts provide relief to families like we have never been able to provide before. *Give Monthly.*

**WATCH: Monthly Donors are truly our heroes**

Hi, I'm Jill Gaikowski, executive director at Happy
By investing monthly, you're joining a community dedicated to sustaining HappyBottoms' mission over the long term. *Give Monthly.*

**your monthly gift keeps babies' future bright!**

Each month, your investment supports programs like:

- Mass distributions
- Agency partners
- Bundles of joy
- Home delivery
- Enhanced service project
a happybottoms™ HERO is a special type of supporter

When you give monthly, you are supporting families with the greatest need.

BECOME A HERO TODAY!
become a happybottoms™ HERO and receive:

- this window cling welcome gift
- **** quarterly progress reports showing your gift in action
- **** quarterly tokens of appreciation

become a HERO today!
Thank you!
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